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Executive functioning includes a range of skills that allow us to plan, organize, and manage
our time, emotions and activities effectively; respond appropriately to change; and navigate
the big picture as we work towards goals. Everyone can use a little support to improve their
executive skills. Knowing how to do so will help you and your team members become more
effective at work and in life.

This guide includes an overview of the recommended process for improving your executive
functioning skills well as specific suggested approaches for some of the most common
executive functioning challenges people struggle with at work.
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 "Improving doesn’t only mean 'getting
better at'. Some skills are really hard
to improve, so sometimes, it’s about

knowing how to create an
environment or situation that negates
the need to use our weaker skills. We
get the same result without having to
change our natural way of working."

 

OVERVIEW OF EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING SKILLS

Executive functioning includes thinking
skills and action skills that are primarily
driven by the prefrontal cortex in the
brain. It develops throughout childhood
and into our late teens or young
adulthood. This is why almost all
children struggle to resist temptation,
plan ahead, or sustain attention on a
boring task. Over time, as the brain's
ability develops, we are much more
capable. Yet, like any skillset, these
abilities do not fully develop equally in
everyone. We all have strengths and
weaknesses.



Working memory is your ability to hold information while performing complex tasks as well as
refer to prior learnings or information. 
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Response inhibition is your ability to think before you act. 

1. RESPONSE INHIBITION

2. WORKING MEMORY
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3. EMOTIONAL CONTROL

Emotional control is about being able to navigate your feelings in a healthy way. 

4. SUSTAINED ATTENTION

Sustained attention is the ability to maintain focus over time, even when you're tired or the
task is challenging.

5.TASK INITIATION

Task initiation is all about getting started with a task a the right time, without
procrastinating.

6. PLANNING AND PRIORITIZING

Planning and prioritizing are your ability to consider what needs to get done and in what
order. 

7. ORGANIZATION

Organization is the ability to create order and structure to the information, things and
activities we engage with. 

8. TIME MANAGEMENT

Time management is the ability to use time wisely from estimating how long tasks will take,
to pacing yourself appropriately, and managing to meet deadlines. 

9. GOAL DIRECTED PERSISTENCE

Goal directed persistence is your ability to articulate and work towards accomplishing a goal. 

10. FLEXIBILITY

Flexibility is the ability to quickly change or adapt to new circumstances. 

11. METACOGNITION

Metacognition is about seeing the bigger picture whether it's self-reflecting or stepping back
to see the context. 
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CHANGE THE ENVIRONMENT

Add visual reminders such as sticky notes on desk, calendar events, posters, etc.
Add digital reminders such as alarms, alerts, or notifications.
Use a template, checklist or worksheet
Use a goal or habit tracker
Remove certain activities from your plate (e.g. dump or delegate them)
Arrange you workspace differently (e.g. move to a quiet location, where you can't see the
dirty kitchen, where colleagues wont interrupt you when walking by)
Create designated spaces for certain items or a standard file naming system / structure
Adjust your schedule (e.g. avoid early morning or end of day meetings)
Block time on your calendar (e.g. for a weekly reflection, for daily planning)

The first step to improving executive functioning skills is to look for ways to alter the
environment so that the need to rely or use the weaker skill is reduced or eliminated all
together. 

Examples for altering the environment:

APPROACHES TO IMPROVE EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING SKILLS 

ADD MOTIVATION

Specialty foods such as chocolate, a dessert, candy, etc
Physical or digital gifts to yourself such as clothing, books, electronics, courses, etc 
Events or activities such as attending a concert or show, going out with friends, etc.
Health and well-being such as sleeping in, a massage, extra time at the gym, etc
Opportunity to work on something new/exciting
Hobbies or fun such as watching Netflix or spending time on a hobby
Praise for yourself or from others
NOT getting any of the above!

Sometimes we are fully capable of using the skill, we're just not motivated to do so. By
adding an external motivator, which can be a reward or penalty, we get the extra boost to do
what we know we should.

Examples of motivators:
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When first getting starting, it can help to add some extra support or take things slowly. Then,
over time, decrease the supports or increase the intensity of skill usage.

LEARN OR DEVELOP THE SKILL

Work with a coach
Craft a development plan (see below)
Observe others who do this well and try copying/following them
Learn more about the specific skill you struggle with
Increase self awareness through meditation, gratitude and staying present (this helps
notice when you need to over-ride your natural tendency)
Practice techniques that strengthen a specific skill (e.g. deep breathing when emotionally
triggered)
Adopt behaviors, build new habits and utilize tools that support the specific skill (e.g.
starting the day by prioritizing tasks, follow a step-by-step project management system)

If changes in the environment and extra motivation aren't enough, it's probably time to learn
or develop the skill that is holding you back.

Examples of learning methods:

USE EXTRA SUPPORTS OR SCAFFOLDING 

Use an accountability partner to check-
in with on a regular basis on your
progress
Have a more detailed checklist or
process description  
Use extra visual reminders in multiple
locations
Reverse-chain: do only one part of a
longer routine and slowly add on more
as you develop stamina, skill, or
competence.
Start small (e.g. 5 min of sustained
attention, initiate easy tasks, pick one
priority for the day) and build up over
time

Examples of supports and scaffolding:

 

"Keep in mind that often it’s not just
one skill, but a routine or task that
combines multiple skills that we

struggle with. Struggling with
deadlines, for example, might be
about issues with planning, task

initiation, and time management all
rolled into one. "
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CREATE A DEVELOPMENT PLAN

 

is causing the most problems
would have the biggest impact on you or your team
seems easiest to address
you're most energized to conquer
you're most excited about the solution
you have a strong partner to support you in

1. Get Clear On The Problem
Define what is the real issue. Try using the 5-why's approach to explore the root causes. Also
reflect on the impact of the problem. How is it impacting you? The team? The business?

2. Articulate What Success Look Like 
How will you know when you’ve achieved success? Be as specific as possible when
envisioning the future state. What will (and wont!) happen? How will people feel?

3. Brainstorm Approaches
Generate ideas for ways you can change the environment in order to reduce or eliminate the
need to rely on your weaker skills. Consider if there are there motivators you can add in to
get yourself going. Identify specific behaviors you'd like to learn and how you might go about
the learning process. 

4. Decide What To Do First
Decide on what approach you want to try first. Generally the optimal order is to alter the
environment first, then add motivation, and lastly learn the skill, but do what feels right for
you. You may also want to add in additional supports or scaffolding that can help you get
started but that be removed over time. 

5. Track Data, Pivot, And Keep Going
Identify what data you can use to see progress. Set up a tracking system (e.g. a habit tracker,
a daily reflection question, a tally sheet) to help make progress visible. After a week, two
weeks, or month, decide if the approach is working and how to adjust. You may need to try a
new approach or add in additional support, or perhaps you're ready to remove supports or
increase intensity / responsibility of skill usage.

Tips For What Skill To Start With

Select the skill or routine that...
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TIPS FOR COMMON EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING CHALLENGES AT WORK

Make deadlines visible - put them on your calendar in a special color, hang a wall
calendar near your desk with deadlines written in bold, write them on your daily to-do list.
Write out all the steps needed to meet a deadline and estimate how long it will take to
complete each step. Then multiply that time by 1.5 or 2 for a more accurate estimation.
Work backwards to determine what needs to happen by when in order to meet the
deadline.
Create a daily to-do list by reviewing everything on your plate and upcoming deadlines. 
Do the hard thing(s) on your to-do list first. Reward yourself for following through.
Reduce distractions. Turn off notifications, hide devices, change physical spaces.
Set interim deadlines that give you some wiggle room in case you're late e.g. The
document is due Friday to your boss, but you put Wednesday on your calendar.
Reward yourself for every deadline you meet. For example, you get 1 point and when you
get 10 points, you've earned something you've been wanting (new yoga pants, going to
the movies, dinner at your favorite restaurant, a doughnut for breakfast).

See suggestions above in Meeting Deadlines.
Ask your boss or a colleague who is strong at project management to review your plan
and enhance it before you get started.
Have another colleague create the draft plan that you enhance. Perhaps they do a high
level project plan so you can use their structure to practice adding in the details.
Use a template or consistent structure to plan and track the steps.
Specifically look for what tasks will block other tasks so those can be prioritized.
Create a week-by-week to do list for the project that you reference each day.
Set a weekly check-in meeting with yourself, your boss, or your team to update the plan.
Consider the plan estimations rather than hard deadlines. Set actual deadlines 2 weeks in
advance based on resources available.
Set reminders for yourself to follow-up with team members who are responsible for
specific tasks/work streams so that you stay informed and can keep the plan up to date.
Implement a daily or weekly check-in/stand-up by email or chat where each person
declares what they are doing today/this week on this project, what they accomplished
yesterday/last week on this project, and any issues they are facing.
Learn a project management process that gives you detailed instructions for project
planning and management.

Meeting Deadlines: time management, planning and prioritization, task initiation, sustained
attention

Project Planning/Management: planning and prioritization, time management, goal directed
persistence, organization, flexibility
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TIPS FOR COMMON EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING CHALLENGES AT WORK

Ask for feedback to be given in writing before meeting so you have time to process it in
private.
Before entering a feedback conversation, get into a grateful mindset. Spend a few
minutes writing or reflecting on what you are grateful for so that you enter the
conversation in a calm, not anxious, state.
Create a mantra for yourself to use whenever you receive feedback to help you stay
calm. For example, "this is a learning opportunity" or "they're telling me this because they
care about me" or "everyone has areas to improve".
After receiving feedback, ask for time to process before continuing the conversation. For
example, say "Thank you for sharing this with me. You've given me a lot to think about. I'd
like to process this before responding. Can we take a break and regroup in an hour or
tomorrow morning?"
Practice stepping outside yourself. Imagine you are a third party viewing the feedback
conversation. Try to be objective in listening to the feedback because, as viewer, you
don't have a stake in it.
Recognize what feelings are coming up, say hello and goodbye to them in your mind. For
example, "I'm feeling judged. OK, now brain, time to let it go."
Take each piece of feedback and focus on the future. Imagine, how can this help me be
even better, advance my career, etc? Get into a creative mindset.
Stop yourself from blaming, explaining, or otherwise countering what has been shared. If
you feel there are legitimate reasons, write them down and focus on what needs to
change in order to eliminate the situation from happening again. You can then raise these
points with the feedback giver as a request for support. 
Ask yourself, why is it hard for me to hear this? What about this feedback is bringing up
these emotions?
Breathe deeply and slowly. Un-clench your fists. Release any tension. Focus on calming
the body which will in turn, call the mind.

Receiving Feedback Without Becoming Defensive or Emotional: Response inhibition,
emotional control, meta-cognition 


